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This part that we read today, I have been giving teisho on it over and over and

over again, this is probably the third or fourth or fifth time I have spoken about this part.

One of the reasons why I am repeating these teishos over and over is because I would like

you to understand why it is important to repeat teishos over and over, the principle behind

that repetition.  

I think it is probably the case that when you read most books that are commenting

on the Rinzai Roku, they say that this is what happened, that Rinzai took the high seat

and a monk came forward and faced off with him and asked him this question about the

matter of the sword blade.  In other words they say that the question means, what do you

do when you are faced with a two-edged very sharp shining blade?  And Rinzai answers

the monk by saying, “Watch out!  Watch out!  Danger!”  I think it is fair to say that most

teishos say that when the monk then faltered, when the monk then wobbled back and

forth, it was because he was surprised at Rinzai’s answer, he was expecting a different

kind of answer and the one that he got was surprising to him.

You can listen to teishos like that a hundred times and it won’t really be listening

to a teisho.  It is not that those sort of teishos are saying something outright false, it really

is just as those people who give teishos like that say.  It is just as it is said in the text.  But

neither Rinzai nor the monk are acting from that sort of literal place, they are not just

doing what it says they do in the words.  Whenever a great Buddhist teacher is teaching

or acting, that teacher is always acting from the clear functioning of Tathagata Zen.  And

this  questioner  also  must  be  acting  from  that  clear  functioning,  that  clear  position.

Therefore, if you just make a literal interpretation, you’ll be way off.

Of course, Tathagata Zen means Buddhist Zen.  What do I mean by Buddhist Zen?
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What  do  I  mean  by  the  practice  of  Tathagata  Zen?   Tathagata  Zen  is  to  practice

manifesting the wisdom that clearly knows exactly what the law of nature is that births

us, and what the principle is that leads us to death.  

All of the patriarchs must answer, when they answer a question, from the Buddhist

perspective.  Buddhism has already answered the questions of what is life and what is

death.  And so without violating those principles, the teachers must answer.  The teaching

of  Buddhism  is  founded  upon  the  recognition  of  two  essential  opposing  activities.

Buddhist  teachings  say  that  there  simply  are  no  other  activities  besides  those  two

activities.   Those  two  activities  form everything  and  the  world  in  which  everything

resides.  But it is a very difficult thing.  

Therefore, for the first two or three years of your practice, in the beginning, we

simply make you study exactly what those two essential activities are.  One example of

this sort of study is the koan, “Where did you come from?”  We also have the koan,

“Where do you go?”  And when you are investigating those koans, we also have another

koan, “That place that you walk in, that place that you do your going and coming in, what

is that place?”

After dealing with those kinds of koans then finally the Mu koan, the koan of

Buddhist Mu appears for you.  There are in fact many and various koans, and through

passing through all of those koans, including the Mu koan, finally you come to clearly

know what activity the tatha-gata going-activity does, and what activity the tatha-agata

coming-activity does.  Then finally you can step into real Zen practice.  

If the foundation of your practice is a mess, if it isn’t formed well, then it won’t

help you.  It will make the study of Tathagata Zen even more difficult than if you hadn’t

studied anything at all.  Therefore, we say for two or three years to build your foundation.

What we mean by build your foundation is for two or three years throw yourself into the

study of this foundational principle, that is to say the foundation of Buddhist thinking, the

foundation of Tathagata Zen practice.  When I talk about this fundamental principle, this

foundation, I am talking about your origin.  Anyone who grows to a certain degree will
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come to wonder what their  origin is.  If you do throw yourself into the study of the

foundation, you will undoubtedly come to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows that

your origin is an activity that has no thinking and has no will.  And you will also come to

clearly understand that your origin is the complete state, the perfect condition, and that

that perfect condition is an activity that has no will, that has no thought.  

That  origin has a result, and the result also is a perfect condition.  The origin is

zero, therefore the result is also zero.  According to Buddhism, this activity that repeats

the manifestation of origin and result of zero, making a new zero over and over again, is

the dharma activity.  

This is the wisdom that is necessary for you to manifest.  If you eternally go on

and on without manifesting this wisdom, it doesn’t matter how many koans you study, it

isn’t doing you any good!  

The monk asked the question about the matter of the sword blade, he grabs this

sword and he grabs the two essential functions of the dharma.  When you get down to

practice in Tathagata Zen one way we understand the tatha-gata thus-going activity is to

be the expanding activity, and the tatha-agata thus-coming activity to be the contracting

activity.  Here, when we teach and are also taught, we say that the thus-going expanding

activity is the plus activity.  The tatha-agata contracting activity is the minus activity.

Plus and minus, without fail, will manifest the situation of meeting each other; you all

already know this!  

Most people probably think that plus and minus will never meet each other.  They

probably think that they’re facing in opposite directions and running away from each

other,  and therefore they never will  meet.   But the mystery is  that although they are

opposite, they do meet.  

To give perhaps the most concrete example, we can call the plus activity the man

and  call  the  minus  activity  the  woman.   Everyone  has  experienced  for  themselves,

everyone has recognized for themselves that those two activities of man and woman will

meet each other.  
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The Rinzai Roku is a book that simply repeats this fundamental principle over and

over again.  

Because man and woman, because plus and minus do meet each other, Tathagata

Zen and Buddhism itself says that you must find some way to see that they are acting in

one shared world. 

People  who  don’t  study  Zen,  maybe  they  spend  their  days  blabbering  and

jabbering and arguing about whether opposites meet, or whether they should not meet.

That  is  why  in  Tathagata  Zen  we  caution  you,  “Do  not  unquestioningly  accept  the

existence of your self, and then from that point of view blabber and jabber about this and

that.”   Zen says, “Do not unquestioningly accept  the activity  of consciousness or the

activity of thinking.”  Buddhism says that in the original state, in the complete condition

there is no imperfect consciousness.  There is no thinking.  Thinking and what ordinarily

we call consciousness only arises within the imperfect activity.  Originally there is no

need  to  think.   Originally  plus  and  minus  are  simply  acting  with  no  need  to  think.

Therefore, originally there is neither good nor evil, there is neither sin nor benevolence.

Therefore when plus and minus are acting in the original condition, when they are doing

their  original  activity  then  there  is  neither  good  nor  evil.   This  is  the  teaching  of

Buddhism.  

However,  consciousness  does  inevitably  manifest.   You  will  understand  the

intricacies of this as your study progresses, but in any case, consciousness does appear,

and when it is born it is imperfect.  In the end it will become perfect, but in the beginning

it is still imperfect.  According to the Buddhist teachings imperfect consciousness will

inevitably appear.  

The baby infant is born, and is then taught many things by its parents.  Through

this the consciousness of the child develops.  

As  I  have  said  so  many  times  before,  this  question  of  the  development  of

consciousness is a very important one, but since we should move forward in the story I

do not want to get too deeply involved in this question here.
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The thing that is emphasized in Tathagata Zen is the inevitable meeting of plus

and minus.  This is what we practice over and over again.  Plus and minus will inevitably

meet each other, but they also will never fixate in that situation of having met.  They will

break through that meeting, without fail.  

The breakthrough is very important.   

You must see clearly that according to Tathagata Zen the only reason the two

activities  are  able  to  break  through  each  other  is  because  they  mutually  allow  that

breakthrough.  If they did not allow each other, or permit, or we could even say  forgive

each other, then they could not break through each other.  However, it is in fact inevitable

that  they  will  allow each  other,  and  so  they  do break through  each other.  One way

Tathagata Zen describes the complete activity is to call it  the complete heart activity.

When plus and minus break through each other then for the first time they give birth to

the incomplete heart activity.  There are various ways to describe this new, incomplete

activity of heart that manifests.  It can be called incomplete loving feeling, or incomplete

feeling, or incomplete emotion.

This subject of the breakthrough of plus and minus is something that I have talked

about  so  many  times  before  that  if  you  are  an  old  Zen  student  you  should  already

understand this principle well.   Therefore I will skip over the details of this principle

here.  

In any case, when the meeting is broken through, for the first time plus and minus

come to do the activity of feeling, of sensation.  

I have told you over and over again previously that when plus and minus break

through the meeting they never break through in an unconditional or random way.  They

always break through each other in a principled way.  They always give of themselves in

order to break through each other.  The plus activity gives one hundred millionth of his

power, and the minus activity gives one hundred millionth of her power.  It is through

this giving that they break through each other.  We can also say that they have now

separated from each other. 
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It is here that in between plus and minus, receiving from both equally that the "I

am" first manifests.  This new state the appears in between plus and minus is the very

foundation of an "I am" self.  

In the condition of the origin, originally, plus and minus are manifesting oneness.

That  is  the manifestation  of zero.   That  is  the dharmakaya,  or  in  religious  terms  the

manifestation of absolute God.

Then the dharmakaya, God, divides itself into two.  When we look carefully how

the dharmakaya divides into two we see that the plus activity, the tatha-gata activity gives

one drop of his blood, and the minus, tatha-agata activity gives one drop of her blood.

Those two drops of blood come together  in one point and form the foundation of an

existent being.  This is the nature of the beginning of any existence.  

The teaching of Buddhism says that when the dharmakaya gives birth to its child,

at once, at that very moment the plus activity is no longer the pure plus activity, having

let  fall  that  one  drop of  blood.   Through becoming  no longer  pure the  plus  activity

becomes father.  The minus activity also, having lost that one drop of blood is no longer

pure.  That no longer pure minus activity has become mother.  

Therefore, according to Buddhism, it is only when the child is born that a mother

and a father appear.  If there is no appearance of a child, there will also be no mother and

father.  Whenever the father thinks, “I have become a father,” and the mother thinks, “I

have become a mother,” always, simultaneously, the child is born.  

Tathagata Zen, however, asks you to do the practice of actually  contemplating

this,  because  it  isn’t  easy  to  really  understand  this  principle,  you  have  to  sit  and

contemplate this activity.  In general most people live their lives simply unquestioningly

accepting the “I am”.  Even people who study Zen, in the beginning they all come here

unconditionally, unquestioningly seeing the “I am” as existing.  And the teachers are the

same.  The teachers also unquestioningly see the mother,  the father,  and the child as

existing, and therefore the teaching becomes very confused and off the track. 

 Buddhism warns us and says that if we continue in this way, unconditionally
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accepting the existence of the “I am”, then mother, father, and child will all end up only

interested in the kind of teachings that benefit their selves, that make things convenient

for themselves.  Therefore, in places where Tathagata Zen is being practiced, where Zen

is being studied, we don’t allow you to say things from your self-centered perspective, we

don’t allow you to follow through with the wants that you have from your self-centered

perspective.  

Tathagata Zen very severely and thoroughly demands that you sit and contemplate

this principle, that the birth of an “I am” existence begins with the coming together of one

drop of the plus tatha-gata blood and one drop of the minus, tatha-agata blood.  And it is

at exactly this time that simultaneously mother and father manifest right together with the

child, this is the very strict teaching of Tathagata Zen.  

Before the child was born, mother and father were simply plus and minus acting

will-lessly without thought.  However, when the child is born then the father manifests

thinking, “Ahh, I have become a father.”  And the mother also manifests thinking, “Ahh,

now I am a mother.”  That is the inevitable action of the law of nature.  But in Tathagata

Zen we remind you that you have to do that kind of thinking yourself!     

The child also, according to Buddhism, when it is manifest then thinks, “I have a

father, I have a mother.”  Maybe some children don’t think that mother and father have

been born together with them, maybe some children think that because they have an older

brother or older sister their parents must have been existing before they were.  But the

births of your older brother or older sister are different than your birth.  Your mother and

father also had their own births, they were born in the same way with plus and minus

separating from each other, and when they were born they also thought about their own

parents.  

This principle of simultaneity is extremely important, in fact, in the end, we have

to realize that everything appears simultaneously and everything dies at the same time.

However, modern Buddhism seems to be slowly but surely loosing this principle, slowly

but surely having this principle become obscured.  Even among Buddhist scholars there
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seems to be more and more of them who ignore this fundamental, philosophical principle

that all is manifest together and all dies together.  So it is a really sad, regrettable thing.  

The complete state is zero, that is when plus and minus are totally together as one,

that is the will-less state, that is what we call the dharmakaya or in religious terms, God.

And when that God, that dharmakaya, breaks apart into two, that is when the “I am” self

manifests.  This is the principle that we ask you to actually do yourselves!  That is the

imperfect self that is manifest.  However, that imperfect self will undoubtedly come to

manifest the perfect self.  

According to Buddhism, the imperfect plus that is father, the imperfect minus that

is mother, and the imperfect child will again become one and manifest the complete self.

The dharmakaya,  zero,  divides itself  in two, it  sheds its  own blood, and through that

shedding  of  blood  it  gives  birth  to  a  child.   A  famous  Zen  patriarch  first  used  the

expression, “The matter of the sword blade,” to describe this activity, and the monk that

faces off with Rinzai now uses that expression.  

What I really want from you during this seichu is for each one of you to manifest

the wisdom that clearly knows the dharmakaya activity, the dharma activity, that is why I

keep talking about it.  Some of you have taken a lot of trouble to come a long way, even

from Europe, to study here.  And once you get here, you run into all sorts of difficulties.

But please, don’t loose your determination!  Don’t loose your firm resolve to practice

strongly to manifest the wisdom that knows the dharma activity!  

For about ten years I used to go to Europe, about one time a year, but since I went

so infrequently I wasn’t able to talk about the fundamental principles of Tathagata Zen

the way I do here.  I was only really able to teach kindergarten Zen in Europe.  So those

of you who have made it  all  of the way here from Europe,  please throw away your

kindergarten Zen and step into, what can we call it, college level Zen.  That is what I

hope for your practice this seichu.

So he is asked, “What about the affair of the sword blade?”  And he answers,

“Watch  out!   Watch  out!   It  is  really  something,  it  is  dangerous.”   And it  really  is
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something, it really is dangerous, but we’ll talk about it more tomorrow.                

The End        


